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Abstract: This paper proposes and validates a data-driven minute-ahead forecast model for photo-
voltaic (PV) generation, which is essential for real-time micro-grid scheduling. Unlike day-ahead PV
forecasts that heavily rely on weather forecast information, our proposed model does not require such
data as it operates in an ultra-short-term time domain. Instead, the model leverages the generation
data of the target PV sector and its adjacent sectors to capture short-term factors that affect electric-
ity generation, such as the movement of clouds. The proposed model employs a long short-term
memory (LSTM) network to process the data. By conducting experiments with real PV site data, we
demonstrate that the information from adjacent PV sectors improves the accuracy of minute-ahead
PV generation forecasts by 3.66% in the mean squared error index and 1.19% in the mean absolute
error index compared to the model without adjacent sector information.

Keywords: minute-ahead PV forecast; adjacent PV sector; LSTM

1. Introduction

Photovoltaic (PV) electricity generation is widely recognized as one of the most promis-
ing distributed energy resources (DERs). It is being adopted worldwide, especially by
countries committed to pursuing renewable energy goals after the Paris Agreement [1].
However, PV generation is notorious for its instability, with power output fluctuating sig-
nificantly due to various environmental factors unlike other traditional power sources [2].
Traditional energy sources, such as thermal power plants, provide stable and reliable output
according to the dispatched schedule from the energy management system (EMS). Ordinary
EMS only needed to watch the load status to stabilize the system. Recent massive installa-
tions of PV panels, however, triggered serious issues such as over-voltage problems around
the world [3]. For example, EMS in Korea forced some local PV sites to be disconnected
from the grid more than 10 times only in April 2023 because PV sites provided too much
instantaneous power that was not expected [4]. Under these circumstances, it is clear that
forecasting the PV output is crucial for effective and sophisticated energy control [5]. As a
result, forecasting PV generation has become an essential part of the related research field.
In this paper, we also propose a method that forecasts PV power output.

It is necessary to mention the forecasting horizon for PV generation in which we
are interested. The interval from the current point to the future forecasting time can be
a minute, an hour, a day, or even more than a year, and each forecasting horizon has its
own applications. For example, prediction on a yearly scale is essential for the long-term
planning of PV installations, and clear sky models [6] that calculate solar irradiance are
very important in this time horizon. Hour-ahead or day-ahead predictions can be used
in the scheduling of power generators, while minute-ahead predictions can be applied
to the real-time control of microgrids [7]. Among these various forecasting horizons,
we focus on the ultra-short-term forecast model that predicts outputs one minute ahead.
Most forecasting models that are considered in the literature are day-ahead or hour-ahead
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models because the energy market currently requires this information to stabilize energy
networks. Although these day-ahead or hour-ahead models are also valuable, we needed
minute-ahead forecasting for the real-time control of our micro-grid, which is composed of
various power sources such as PV, energy storage services (ESS), combined heat and power
generators (CHP), fuel cells, and vehicle-to-grid (V2G) electric vehicles. By forecasting
the minute-ahead PV output, ESS and CHP can be controlled every minute to balance the
supply and demand of energy. Although we started our research for real-time micro-grid
control, it is certain that minute-ahead PV prediction has other potential applications such
as grid problem detection or real-time voltage control.

The scale of the target PV generator that we consider must also be clarified. If we
consider the entire country’s PV output, it can be used for national-level EMS to control
and stabilize the power system. If we consider a single PV site, the result can be used for
micro-grid EMS to control its power sources and demand. As mentioned earlier, we started
our research to control a micro-grid, and as a result, we focus on the scale of a single PV
site, which can be a part of a micro-grid.

When it comes to minute-ahead forecasting, the difficulty lies in the significant power
output fluctuations compared to hour-ahead forecasting. Figure 1 compares the hour-
scale and minute-scale PV output of a real site, providing a visual representation for
those who are not familiar with ultra-short-term forecasting. In the hourly generation, it
shows a relatively stable and predictable graph, as shown in Figure 1a. On the contrary,
the power output at the minute scale, which we are interested in, appears to experience
heavy fluctuations. To investigate the reasons behind these fluctuations in Figure 1b, we
compared the minute-scale power output on a sunny day, a rainy day, and cloudy days
in Figure 2. In Figure 2a, the output of a sunny day with a cloud cover index of 0.0
shows smooth and predictable patterns, even at the minute-scale measurement. The cloud
cover index, provided by the local meteorological office, indicates the amount of clouds
in the sky with a number from a minimum of 0.0 to a maximum of 10.0. In Figure 2b, it
is shown that the output on a rainy day decreased as we can easily expect. The output
on a cloudy day with the amount of cloud 4.4 is, however, highly unstable, as shown in
Figure 2c. Furthermore, the output in Figure 2d with a cloud index of 7.6 exhibits even
greater fluctuations. Figure 2 clearly indicates that clouds are the main source of power
output fluctuation in minute-scale PV generation. Based on this finding, we endeavor
to incorporate cloud movement information into our minute-ahead forecasting model to
increase the accuracy of forecasting.
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(d) cloudy day and cloud cover index = 7.6.

In this paper, we propose a minute-ahead PV forecasting model, which utilizes the
power generation data of small sectors that comprise a large PV site. Our proposed
forecast model does not incorporate weather information at all, as weather forecasts are not
conducted in minute-scale timeframes, and weather conditions do not change significantly
every minute. Similarly, we do not consider on-site sensor information such as cloud
conditions, wind speed, and temperature. Instead, our model utilizes two primary inputs:
sequential electricity generation data from the target PV sector and electricity generation
data from adjacent neighbor PV sectors. In ultra-short-term PV forecasts, the movement of
clouds is the most significant factor, as shown in Figure 2. We believe that the generation
history from adjacent neighbor PV sectors can provide the necessary information related
to cloud movement. This is because if the power output of a neighbor sector is decreased
by clouds, the next sector will be affected by the same clouds moving forward, within a
minute. Direct information related to the movement of clouds, such as cloud cover, wind
direction, and wind speed, would be helpful if they are obtainable. However, we do not
consider them as input data because additional assets such as site-specific cloud sensors
are necessary. On the contrary, we assume that the information related to clouds and winds
is implicitly included in the adjacent power output history because the movement of the
cloud eventually affects neighboring PV sectors, sequentially. The power output data from
each PV sector can be easily acquired since an inverter reports its output to the server and
a PV site consists of many inverters. Our model is based on the long short-term memory
(LSTM) recurrent neural network model [8], which has been a popular and effective choice
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in PV forecasting [9,10]. We do not consider more recent recurrent network models such as
the transformer model [11] because the primary focus of our model is on the utilization of
data from adjacent PV sectors to capture clouds in ultra-short-term forecasting rather than
the novelty of the brand-new neural network model.

The contribution of our paper can be viewed in three parts. Firstly, it is clearly shown
that the main factor in minute-scale prediction is the movement of clouds. Secondly,
we propose a PV forecasting model that relies solely on generation history data from
adjacent PV sectors to consider cloud movement, eliminating the need for specialized
weather sensors. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study that incorporates
data from small neighboring sectors to forecast ultra-short-term PV generation. Finally, we
demonstrate that electricity generation data from neighboring PV sectors can effectively
reduce forecasting errors, with real power output data from a PV site.

In Section 2, we briefly describe the relevant literature, and in Section 3, we provide
the details of the proposed forecast model. In Section 4, we validate the performance of our
model with real PV generation data. Finally, Section 5 concludes our paper.

2. Related Work

The forecast of PV generation has been widely studied for the past years. There
also exist many review papers about PV solar power forecasting research studies [12–15].
Because plenty of studies exist in the field of PV forecasting, we tried to classify research
studies into several categories and mention only the studies that show high relevance to
our forecasting goal.

First, regarding the forecasting methods of ultra-short-term PV forecasting, they can
be categorized into three groups, which are physical methods, statistical methods, and
machine learning methods [7]. Physical models attempt to model PV generation systems
using mathematical equations [16]. For this purpose, the entire system is divided into
subparts, and each part is electrically modeled. However, this method is usually suitable
for long-term forecasting, which predicts the yearly output and requires specific sensors for
short-term forecasting due to its mathematical basis. Statistical methods consider sequential
PV output as a sequence of signals to predict the next value [17]. The autoregressive,
integral, and moving average (ARIMA) model [18] can be an option in this type of method.
However, it only utilizes past data and does not accept other valuable information that
can be accepted by the third type of method. Nowadays, data-driven machine learning
methods are widely accepted in this field [7,19–24]. Various learning models such as
support vector regression, extreme learning machine, and particle swarm optimizer are
applied to PV forecasting to increase the accuracy of predictions. Our proposed model can
also be classified as a data-driven method, and we employ the LSTM network, which is
one of the most popular recurrent neural network models in the recent decade. However,
the name of the applied model is not of much importance because our focus is not on the
structure of the learning model but on incorporating cloud movement with neighbor sectors’
information. We focus on analyzing the effect of the neighboring sectors’ information using
the widely accepted LSTM model.

The forecasting horizon, which is the time duration between the current time and
the target time of prediction, can also divide research studies on PV forecasting into a few
categories. Long-term (more than 24 h), medium-term (6–24 h), short-term (between 30 min
and 6 h), and ultra-short-term (shorter than 30 min) durations are mentioned in a previous
review [12]. Among them, most research works focus on long-term or medium-term
durations because services that require this forecasting horizon already exist in the market.
For example, in Korea, PV generators that can provide day-ahead prediction and keep the
error below 8% receive an additional 3 pennies per generated kWh [25]. Consequently, all
PV service providers strive to deliver accurate day-ahead predictions. In contrast, there are
fewer studies in the literature that focus on ultra-short-term predictions. This is because, as
mentioned right above, many applications require day-ahead or hour-ahead predictions.
Additionally, most pre-installed PV systems do not support minute-scale measurements.
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However, in recent times, ultra-short-term data gathering has become possible and essential
in some PV generation facilities because real-time applications require ultra-short-term
load forecasting for microgrid control. There are a few studies that consider horizons that
are less than 30 min [7,19,26–28]. However, their focus has been on adopting new model
types, such as an ensemble model, weighted Gaussian process regression, swarm optimizer,
and support vector machine. Our focus is to incorporate the information related to the
cloud into the model.

The input variables, which are the data fed into the prediction model, can be other
criteria that can categorize related research studies. The widely utilized data are weather
forecasts and satellite pictures from meteorological offices. Solar irradiance [29], tempera-
ture [30], clouds [31], and wind [32] have been referred to in the literature. Alternatively,
specially installed site-specific equipment such as an on-site cloud image sensor [33] can
also be considered. Weather information, however, is not important in the minute-ahead
horizon because the weather does not change every minute. The past generation history of
PV is also an effective input data in statistical methods. However, it cannot consider any
information related to coming clouds that change every time slot. Regarding the movement
of weather conditions, there exist a few studies that incorporate information from multiple
PV sites [34–37]. They predict the PV generation of a certain PV site using the output data
from other PV sites that are located a hundred miles away from the target PV site. Since
weather conditions are often correlated across adjacent areas, a decrease in generation from
one site can indicate that neighboring sites may also experience related weather conditions
in the coming hours. Although it is debatable that this information is already included in
the weather forecasts from meteorological offices, it is good to know that this approach is
implementable without relying on weather forecasts. While these studies focus on large
systems with long-term forecasts, our focus is on minute-ahead predictions with intra-site
sector information.

3. Forecast Model

Our goal is to forecast the next minute’s generation of a PV sector. It is assumed that
a PV generation site is composed of multiple PV sectors, and each PV sector consists of
many PV panels that are wired together, as shown in Figure 3. In this system, the output
power can be independently measured for each PV sector. This is possible because each
individual inverter reports its status to the data server in most recently installed PV sites.
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3.1. Learning Model

LSTM was selected as the learning model of our proposed prediction method because
previous studies have demonstrated its ability to provide accurate and reliable predictions
with different types of sequential data. Although other models, such as the transformer
architecture that is popular in natural language processing tasks, might be effective for
PV generation forecasting, we did not consider them for our proposed method because
our focus is on incorporating neighboring PV sector information. However, other learning
models can also leverage this information to enhance forecasting performance.

Figure 4 illustrates the employed LSTM model, which utilizes a many-to-one architec-
ture with a two-layer design. At the final output of the network, a fully connected layer is
included to produce a single scalar value, which is the next minute’s electricity generation.
Through m time steps, data are sequentially fed into the LSTM cell, which is composed
of a forget gate, input gate, output gate, and internal cell state. The internal structure of
an LSTM cell is briefly presented in Figure 5, and the output of each gate is calculated as
in Equations (1)–(6). The concept behind LSTM is to retain meaningful past information
in the internal state while processing each time-step data Xt. The input gate identifies
and incorporates recent relevant information, while the forget gate eliminates unnecessary
information from the past. Each gate has weight matrices (W), which are learned during
the training process. In our case, the input data (Xt) mainly consists of the amount of the
past generation of small PV sectors.

ft = σ
(

W f ·[ht−1, xt] + b f

)
(1)

where W f = weight matrix of the forget gate;
b f = connection bias of the forget gate; σ = sigmoid function.

it = σ(Wi·[ht−1, xt] + bi) (2)

C̃t = tanh(WC·[ht−1, xt] + bC) (3)

where Wi = weight matrix of the current input;
WC = weight matrix of the hidden state;
bi, bC = connection bias of the input gate.

Ct = ft ∗ Ct−1 + it ∗ C̃t (4)

ot = σ(Wo·[ht−1, xt] + bo) (5)

where Wo = weight matrix of the output gate;
bo = connection bias of the output gate.

ht = ot ∗ tanh(Ct) (6)Energies 2023, 16, x FOR PEER REVIEW 7 of 18 
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Further theoretical details of the LSTM model can be found in the literature [8]. 
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Further theoretical details of the LSTM model can be found in the literature [8].

3.2. Input Data

As mentioned previously, the weather forecast is not required as an input variable.
Instead, the main input feature is the generation data from neighboring sectors. In our
PV site, we have a total of nine sectors, and the generation data from these sectors serve
as input variables, reflecting the intra-site variations that occur on an ultra-short-term
timescale. In addition to the PV generation data from neighboring sectors, we incorporate
the time of day and clear-sky irradiance data provided by the pvlib library [38] as input
variables. These variables capture long-term patterns such as daily and seasonal variation,
which can also influence next-minute generation.

Other possible information such as the direction of wind or relative location of PV
sectors is not considered at all in the model because it requires additional sensors or site-
specific information, which may not be readily available. We believe that neural networks
can learn the relation between sectors by training neighboring sectors’ generation data, as
mentioned in Section 1. By analyzing the patterns in the generation data from neighboring
sectors, the model can capture the interdependencies and correlations that exist between
the sectors.

The shape of the input data from a single PV sector is depicted in Figure 6. The energy
generation data from the past m minutes is fed into LSTM as m time steps. Past n days’
energy generation data of the same time of day are considered as n data dimension. This
is because it can supply information about energy generation for the current week. We
note that with this input structure, the LSTM model does not utilize information from
neighboring sectors. It only accepts data from its own sector, focusing on output patterns
within that specific sector.
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Contrary to the previous statement, in the proposed prediction shown in Figure 7,
the energy generation data from k neighboring sectors are concatenated, resulting in data
dimension k × n. Time and clear sky model irradiance are also padded at the end of
data, which yields a total of k × n + 2 data dimension. Each sector has an individual
LSTM network dedicated to predicting its next minute’s generation. The reason for having
separate LSTM networks for each sector is to focus on the influence of neighbor sectors’
information, regardless of the training network’s shape. Although the size of input data
is multiplied by k compared to the model with single-sector information, the padding
of neighbors’ data allows the model to capture the clouds’ movement. We note that the
relative position of each sector is not considered, because the neural network will find the
dependency between sectors during the training process.
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4. Experimental Result
4.1. Experiment Setup

The experiment data for our study are obtained from our test site, which is illustrated
in Figure 8. PV panels capable of a total of 225 kW are distributed on the loop of four
nearby buildings, which are located within a 100 m × 80 m rectangular area. A total of nine
inverters are installed, and data from each individual inverter are sent to the server every
minute. The duration of real measurements is 8 months, from May to December. After
preprocessing, which eliminates data with sensor malfunction, the total number of days is
234, and the total size of the dataset is 336,960: that is, 234 × 24 × 60.

A 10-fold cross-validation approach is employed throughout the experiment. In
the split of data, the data are divided in a timely order, without shuffling to check the
seasonal effect. The forecasting target is each individual PV sector rather than the entire
PV site. All nine target sectors are tested, and the results are averaged in the subsequent
analysis. Various parameters, such as the number of LSTM time steps, the number of data
dimensions, and the number of hidden nodes in the LSTM cell, are varied in the experiment.
The Adam optimizer [39], which is widely accepted in related research, is selected as the
optimization method during training. We note that, during performance validation, power
output data below 10% of its capacity are not considered because night, sunrise, or sunset
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times provide near-zero output values and are not important in the prediction. To assess
the effect of the neighboring sector information, the proposed model is compared mostly
to the LSTM-with-single-sector model, which reuses an identical LSTM network to the
proposed model but limits input data to only the target sector’s data, as shown in Figure 6.
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4.2. Performance Comparison

In this subsection, the performance of the proposed model is provided. In Figure 9, the
number of LSTM time steps (m) is varied from 3 min to 150 min. This experiment aims to
determine the length of past generation data that significantly affect prediction accuracy. As
observed in Figure 9, the error decreases as the number of time steps increases. However,
after 60 min, there is no significant improvement, which indicates that the information
from the past hour is sufficient for forecasting the next minute’s generation. With only
the past 60 min data, the model can find the relation between the past and future, as
well as the dependencies between neighboring sectors and the target sector. During the
experiment, the number of input dimensions (n) is fixed to 1. We note that the proposed
method constantly outperforms the LSTM with single-sector information. From Figure 9, it
is certain that the proposed method successfully integrates the movement of clouds into
the model, leading to improved prediction accuracy.
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The number of input dimensions (n), which represents the number of past days
considered, is varied in Figure 10. In this case, different data dimensions do not provide
meaningful differences in the error. This suggests that data from yesterday or the day
before yesterday do not have a meaningful impact on minute-ahead forecasting. Only
today’s data are necessary for accurate ultra-short-term predictions. Time and clear sky
irradiance are added in the experiment but omitted in the number of data dimensions.
Meanwhile, the prediction error of the proposed model also constantly shows improved
results compared to those of LSTM with single-sector information. The number of time
steps in this experiment is set to 60.
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Figure 11 illustrates the impact of the number of hidden nodes in an LSTM cell on
prediction performance. Although different numbers of hidden nodes do not have a
remarkable effect on the error, there is a slight decrease in error with an increasing number
of hidden nodes. However, the error stopped decreasing when the number of hidden nodes
was above 32, indicating that the model is simple. Still, the proposed model constantly
provides reduced errors compared to the case of single-sector information in all cases.
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Figure 12 presents the performance results on different folders. As mentioned earlier,
data were tested with 10-fold cross-validation without shuffling. This means that the test
days in folder #1 correspond to the month of May, and those in folder #10 correspond to
the month of December. From the results, it is evident that the error in folders #9 and
#10 is relatively small, and information from adjacent sectors does not provide noticeable
improvements. This is because the fall and winter months in Korea are very dry seasons
with fewer clouds in the sky. In contrast, the spring and summer months are relatively
rainy with more cloud cover. Therefore, the adjacent sectors’ information is expected to
provide more substantial improvements concerning predictions during these months, as
demonstrated by the results in folders #1 to #8.
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Finally, we compare the proposed model with three other models: the persistent
model [40], auto-regressive integral moving average (ARIMA) model [18], and LSTM model
with single-sector information. The persistent model simply predicts that the next minute’s
power output is the same as the current minute’s output, without any data processing or
modeling. The ARIMA model is a powerful prediction algorithm in traditional sequential
data processing. The number of time steps, the number of input data dimensions, and the
number of hidden nodes are set to 60, 3, and 32, respectively, based on the experiments
described above.

In Figures 13 and 14, the mean squared error (MSE) and mean absolute error (MAE)
of each sector are presented. In Figure 13, the results clearly indicate that the proposed
model consistently outperforms all three comparison models for every sector. Similarly,
in Figure 14, the proposed model provides improved error performance in most sectors’
predictions. From the results, it can be concluded that the adjacent sectors’ information can
provide short-term environmental information, such as the movement of the cloud.

From Figures 13 and 14, it is observed that the experiment with the MSE index had a
more stable performance improvement compared to the MAE index. This suggests that the
proposed prediction method can effectively reduce errors of greater magnitudes, as MSE
weights larger errors more heavily than smaller errors. In other words, the information
from adjacent PV sectors can capture the effect of clouds because substantial errors arise
from significant changes in status, such as the movement of clouds, while small errors come
from minor changes in status, such as the temperature, wind speed, or dust.
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Figure 14. Mean absolute error of minute-ahead predictions for each PV sector.

The results with two other relative metrics are also presented in Tables 1 and 2. The
best performance in each sector is highlighted in bold numbers. As observed in the tables,
the proposed method with neighbor sector information outperforms the prediction without
the neighboring sectors’ information. Exceptionally, sector #8 provides a slightly degraded
MAE and mean absolute range normalized error (MARNE) value. If we further analyze
the result, improvements in sectors 1 to 5 are much higher than those of sectors 6 to 9.
This discrepancy can be attributed to the real site’s characteristics, where clouds tend to
move from the west to east and sectors 6 to 9 may reside on the west side. The gain of the
neighboring sectors’ information arises from knowing the movement of the cloud, and the
sectors that first meet incoming clouds cannot acquire meaningful data regarding clouds.
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Table 1. Normalized root mean squared error (NRMSE *) of minute-ahead predictions.

Persistent ARIMA (1,1,1) LSTM_with_Single_Sector LSTM_Proposed

Sector #1 0.065981 0.063107 0.061131 0.059457
Sector #2 0.066797 0.063831 0.061823 0.060548
Sector #3 0.066368 0.063583 0.061879 0.060629
Sector #4 0.066953 0.064110 0.062104 0.060649
Sector #5 0.067659 0.064655 0.063108 0.061468
Sector #6 0.064702 0.062220 0.060213 0.059754
Sector #7 0.067347 0.064456 0.062270 0.061541
Sector #8 0.067244 0.064444 0.062871 0.061952
Sector #9 0.069987 0.066536 0.065340 0.064362
Average 0.067004 0.064104 0.062304 0.061151

* NRMSE =
√

MSE
max(Real Value) .

Table 2. Mean absolute range normalized error (MARNE *) of minute-ahead predictions.

Persistent ARIMA (1,1,1) LSTM_with_Single_Sector LSTM_Proposed

Sector #1 0.024044 0.027596 0.02297 0.022535
Sector #2 0.024337 0.027906 0.023294 0.022909
Sector #3 0.02434 0.027877 0.023449 0.022996
Sector #4 0.024478 0.028155 0.023624 0.023194
Sector #5 0.024593 0.028235 0.023644 0.023146
Sector #6 0.023882 0.027262 0.022930 0.022882
Sector #7 0.024565 0.028104 0.023500 0.023370
Sector #8 0.024570 0.028144 0.023566 0.023619
Sector #9 0.025579 0.029102 0.024547 0.024357
Average 0.024487 0.028042 0.023503 0.023223

* MARNE = MAE
max(Real Value) .

The average performance improvement in the proposed method compared to the
LSTM model with single-sector information is 3.66% in MSE, 1.85% in NRMSE, and 1.19%
in MAE and MAPE, respectively. The improvement can be thought to be large or small
depending on the viewpoint. Increasing the accuracy of ultra-short-term forecasting is not
an easy task, and we believe it is a valuable difference. Furthermore, the proposed concept
is usually effective where clouds exist in the sky. Because performance validation includes
all days, such as sunny days, cloudy days, and rainy days, the reported improvement tends
to underestimate the potential of the proposed method. The improvement can be further
multiplied by testing on only cloudy days. Overall, it is certain that neighboring PV sector
data can be a valuable source of information for minute-ahead forecasting scenarios.

Figure 15 presents an example of minute-ahead forecasts. It is not easy to predict the
next minute’s forecast when the output fluctuates significantly. Although the proposed
model does not always accurately track the real power output, there are certain points
where the proposed model closely follows the power output. In the highlighted red box,
the proposed model with the neighboring sectors’ information predicted the peak output
and anticipated a subsequent decrease in the following minute, whereas the model with
single-sector information did not capture this trend. The performance can be further
improved using more subdivided neighboring sectors’ data and other up-to-date recurrent
network models.
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5. Conclusions

The study presented in this work focused on minute-ahead PV forecasting, which is
of great importance for small electricity systems, such as microgrids and voltage control
systems. Cloud movement is one of the most important factors in this ultra-short-term
forecasting horizon.

The authors proposed to utilize the neighboring sectors’ power output pattern to
observe cloud movements because it is not easy to acquire cloud movement directly.
The authors demonstrated that incorporating the neighboring sectors’ information can
significantly reduce prediction errors, particularly in the presence of clouds, using real PV
site data. Although PV sectors in this work are divided based on the installed inverters,
this approach can be extended to each PV panel for further improvements. Neighboring PV
power output data can be also utilized in other recurrent models, such as the transformer
model, to provide more improved performance. In summary, it is clear that the neighboring
PV sectors’ generation data must be included in the prediction model in the ultra-short-term
horizon of PV forecasting.
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